Abstract. When all but one coordinates are cyclic in a (conservative) Hamiltonian formulated in the extended phase space, the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is used to compute canonical transformations allowing for Hamiltonian reduction. The procedure includes regularization and provides whole families of canonical transformations, among which one recognizes the familiar ones used in orbital and attitude dynamics. In addition, new canonical transformations are demonstrated.
Introduction
Transformation of variables, including or not the change of time used as evolution parameter, is a basic tool in almost any problem of physics. A recent illustration of the usefulness of this technique, which original application goes back to Laplace and Euler, may be found in [12] . Changes of variables belong to Geometry and, therefore, do not depend on the physical system to which they may be applied. However, transformations are commonly derived for specific purposes and, hence, they are tightly related to the particular problem they are applied to.
A renewed interest on transformation of variables tailored to specific problems has recently emerged in three areas. On one hand there is a continuous search for more efficient numerical integrators demanded in many applied fields, ranging from research groups endowed with powerful computing facilities, to research involved in very long periods of time (see [4, 9] and references therein). On the other hand the Hamilton-Jacobi (H-J) equation is receiving new attention in extended phase space, connecting this technique with the variational principles of Lagrangian and Hamiltonian Mechanics (see [19] and references therein). Finally a third area, which has its roots in Poincaré's [18] fundamental problem of dynamics, deals with Hamiltonian systems of the form H = H 0 + H 1 where H 0 defines an integrable system, and H 1 is considered a perturbation. The H-J equation is built from H 0 by searching for a generating function such that the new canonical variables satisfy some requirements of perturbation theories (see, for instance, [24, 10] ). The content of this paper focuses in this last area.
There is a long tradition in Classical and Celestial Mechanics -nowadays a common ground in many other fields-of using both canonical transformations and changes of independent varible dubbed as regularization. The H-J equation is the usual approach, in which the canonical transformation is obtained from either a principal or a characteristic function [11] .
The characteristic function approach does not rely on the vanishing of the new Hamiltonian. It only requires a non-zero transformed Hamiltonian that is cyclic in all variables but depends on one or several momenta. The adequate selection of the new Hamiltonian will make the transformation successful for specific purposes. Thus, for instance, if one wants the transformed Hamiltonian to retain the topology of the original problem, probably several momenta must be retained in the new Hamiltonian. On the contrary, useful transformations for perturbation theory may look for transformed Hamiltonians that depend only on one momenta, thus simplifying the subsequent application of perturbation methods (which, in turn, have limited application to specific solutions as, for instance, quasi-periodic motion).
Sentences like "after several trials", which are frequent in the literature, might produce the impression that succeeding in the choice of the reduced Hamiltonian is a matter of educated guess or alquimia. However, the new Hamiltonian does not need to be specified since the beginning and, quite on the contrary, it may be handled formally throughout the process of computing the transformation [23] . Therefore, Hamiltonian problems solved by the H-J equation give rise to whole families of canonical transformations from which the selection of a particular one requires only the materialization of the new Hamiltonian.
We propose to compute canonical transformations from a general form of a H-J equation that is formulated in the extended phase space. The new Hamiltonian is a function only of the (new) momenta, but it is factored by a regularizing function that may depend on (old) coordinates and momenta. In our style, contrary to the new Hamiltonian which may remain formal, the explicit dependence on variables of the regularizing function must be given. Then, in those cases in which a solution may be obtained for Hamilton's characteristic function, we will succeed in finding a family of canonical transformations.
We only deal with canonical transformations derived from integrable Hamiltonians that are cyclic in all but one variable, and perform two specific applications. In orbital dynamics we obtain three different families of isochronal canonical transformations -derived from Hénon's isochronal central potential [13, 5] -each one linked with a different form of the regularizing function. From our families we recover a variety of canonical transformations in the literature, ranging from historic ones like Delaunay [6] , Levi-Civita [16, 17] , or Hill [14] , to the recent transformation of Yanguas [24] . In addition, we show that the set of Delaunay elements yields the simplest transformation of the isochronal family that reduces the Hamiltonian of the two body problem to one momentum and, besides, preserves the original form of the Kepler equation.
In attitude dynamics, we find a family of transformations that affords for complete reduction of the Euler-Poinsot problem. In this case, we check that Sadov's [20, 21 ], Kinoshita's [15] , Deprit and Elipe's [8] , and the recent Fukushima's [10] reduced Hamiltonians are just particular cases of our family. Notably, our approach provides explicit transformations from Sadov's and Kinoshita's elements to Andoyer variables [2] , thus overcoming the major objection to both sets of elements of being constructed through implicit relations. Besides, we show that other selections of the new Hamiltonian provide new canonical transformations that may help in simplifying perturbation algorithms in attitude dynamics.
A General Form of the Hamilton-Jacobi Equation
We only deal with Hamiltonians of the type
where x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) are coordinates and X = (X 1 , . . . , X n ) conjugate momenta; x 0 is the independent variable and X 0 its conjugate momenta in the extended phase space formulation, in which we restrict to the manifold K = 0; µ is a vector of parameters, and the Hamiltonian H as well as the "regularizing factor" χ may depend on all or some of the parameters defining µ:
A dash in the place of a variable is used to remark that the corresponding variable is not present. Hamilton equations are
where τ is the evolution parameter of the flow. In the case of conservative systems H = H(−, x, −, X) X 0 is an integral, and the manifold K = 0 may be also seen as
We are interested in canonical transformations that simplify the Hamiltonian (1) in a broad sense. More precisely, we restrict ourselves to Hamiltonians H = H 0 + H 1 where H 0 = H 0 (x n , X; µ) is integrable, and H 1 = H 1 (x 0 , x, X; µ) is a perturbation. Specifically, we focus on canonical transformations
that transform the Hamiltonian K 0 (x n , X 0 , X) = (X 0 + H 0 ) χ in other one that depends only on momenta
Then, we look for transformation equations
derived from a generator W = W(x 0 , x, Y 0 , Y, µ) in mixed variables that is a complete solution of the H-J equation
in which we assumed that the regularizing factor χ does not depend on the momenta X n . The generator may be chosen as
Hence,
Depending on the form of H 0 , (9) may be solved for ∂R/∂x n and, therefore, R is computed from a quadrature, which solution will depend on the choices made for Φ and χ.
Apart from the general case of (9), transformations non-based on the homogeneous formalism (χ ≡ 1, Φ = Y 0 + Ψ), adopt the simpler formulation
Isochronal transformations
Given the function
where (r, θ, ν, t, R, Θ, N, T ) are Hill or polar-nodal variables in the extended phase space and V only depends on distance, we look for a canonical transformation
that converts (11) in a certain function Φ(F, G, H, U) depending only on the momenta. The transformation will be defined through a generating function S = S(r, θ, ν, t, F, G, H, U) in mixed variables such that
where we use the notation S x = ∂S/∂x. Then, from (11) we set the H-J equation
Because t, θ, and ν are not present in (11) , the generating function may be chosen in separate variables
Then,
that can be solved for W by a simple quadrature:
where
Therefore, the transformation is
Note that χ = 1 and χ = r 2 make I 2 = I 3 and I 3 = −I 1 , respectively. Transformations are clearly simplified when we choose the regularizing factor χ independent of the momenta G, H, and U. Thus, if χ = χ(r), we have
and the rightmost terms on the right side of (18)- (21) vanish, which turn these equations into
In what follows we only deal with the transformation (26)-(29) and, in addition, limit our study to the specific case of Hénon's isochronal potential [13, 5] 
where b and µ are parameters. A relevant, particular case of the isochronal is the Keplerian potential V = −µ/r that occurs for b = 0.
For the isochronal potential (30) we find convenient to write (17) as
where α, p, and a, are certain functions of the momenta and parameters, which will be specified after the regularizing parameter χ has been chosen. Then,
where s 1 ≥ (s = √ r 2 + b 2 ) ≥ s 2 are the two possible roots of the conic Q = 0:
These roots, the extreme values of s, make natural the introduction of the auxiliary variables ψ and φ, defined through
in order to ease the solution of quadratures in (24), which we find convenient to write
For given values of the regularizing factor χ, the quadratures above, (36)-(38), may be integrated in closed form without need of specifying the new Hamiltonian, which remains as a formal function of the momenta Φ = Φ(F, G, H, U).
Details on the families of canonical transformations generated by the cases χ = 1, χ = b + √ b 2 + r 2 , and χ = r 2 are given below. Besides, for the Keplerian case b = 0 we recover Delaunay's [6] , Levi-Civita's [16, 17] , and Hill's [14] canonical transformations, as particular examples of our families. An elegant alternative for the derivation of these historic transformations may be found in [1] .
Delaunay's family of transformations
From (17) and (31) we obtain
Then, introducing the change of (34) in (37), I 2 is easily solved to give
Analogously, the change of (35) is introduced in (36) to solve the quadrature I 1 . We obtain
where the two new auxiliary variables φ 1 , φ 2 , are defined by means of the trigonometric relations [24] tan
Substitution of I 1 and I 2 ≡ I 3 , given by (41) and (40), respectively, in (26)-(29) provides the family of isochronal, canonical transformations to which we attach the name of Delaunay.
Among the variety of possible choices of the new Hamiltonian Φ, a simplifying option is to take Φ = U + Ψ(F, G, H; µ, b), that makes u to remain as the original time. In addition, the choice Ψ H = 0, Ψ F = Ψ G = µ −1 (−Ψ) 3/2 , may be solved for Ψ, to give
that maximally simplifies the transformation equations:
while retaining the topology of the original Hamiltonian. Delaunay's selection
depends on fewer momenta and, therefore, constrains the topology of the original system to periodic solutions only -which may be adequate for a perturbation study like [24] . In the Keplerian case b = 0, V = −µ/r, the selection of the new Hamiltonian Φ = Φ(U, F ) does not constrain the range of solutions and the specific selection of (49) provides the popular Delaunay transformation that, taking into account that
where the most extended notation writes L ≡ F , ℓ ≡ f .
Levi-Civita's family of transformations
Now, we write
The change (35) is used to integrate I 1 , (36), and the change (34) to integrate I 2 and I 3 , (37) and (38). We get
where φ 1 , φ 2 , are the same auxiliary variables defined in (42) and (43) respectively. Then, substitution of I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , (52)-(54), in (26)- (29) provides the family of isochronal, canonical transformations to which we tie the name of Levi-Civita. The, Keplerian case b = 0, φ 1 = φ 2 = φ, gives
The canonical transformation still remains undefined. We note in (55) that f = ψ when Φ F = √ 2U , a partial differential equation that may be solved to give
where C 1 is an arbitrary function of G, H, and U. The simple choice C 1 = 0 provides the "first" Levi-Civita [16] 
Other possibility is to force Φ U = (µ + Φ)/(2U) so that only periodic oscillations are introduced in the time scale (58). Then,
(61) ‡ Note that Levi-Civita proceeds by scaling r by 1/ √ 2U, or choosing χ = r/ √ 2U in our notation. This is equivalent to scaling our new Hamiltonian by the same factor, and yields to Levi-Civita's original Hamiltonian Φ = F while the transformation (60) remain identical with C 2 arbitrary. The combination of both conditions (59) and (61) leads to
with C arbitrary. If we further take C ≡ 0, we get
that is the famous "second" Levi-Civita [17] transformation.
Hill's family of transformations: χ = r 2
We get now
The required quadratures are solved with the same changes of variables as before, giving
which substitution in (26)-(29) provides the family of isochronal canonical transformations to which we assign the name of Hill. Focusing on the Keplerian case b = 0, φ 1 = φ 2 = φ, a simplification choice that makes f = φ is to select Φ in such a way that Φ F I 1 = −φ, then
where C ≡ C(G, H, U) is an arbitrary function. Then,
The trivial choice C = 0 makes g = θ, h = ν, and u = t − µ (ψ − e sin ψ)/ √ 8U 3 . Choosing C as a linear combination of the momenta, simply ads φ to the angle variables. Specifically, when we set C = −G we obtain
and recover the TR-mapping [22, 7] 
Rigid body transformations
We deal with the Hamiltonian
where (λ, µ, ν, Λ, M, N) are Andoyer variables [2] , a 1 > a 2 > a 3 are parameters, and M 2 ≥ N 2 making the Hamiltonian, (71), strictly positive and
that convert (71) in a certain function Φ(D, Γ, Υ, U) depending only on momenta. The transformation will be defined through a function S = S(λ, µ, ν, t, D, Γ, Υ, U) in mixed variables such that
Thus, from (71) we set the H-J equation
74) and S is chosen in separate variables as
because t, λ, and ν are cyclic in (71). Then,
and √ Q must be real for all ν; therefore, Φ < χ ( 1 2 a 2 Γ 2 + U). If we assume that the regularizing factor depends only on the coordinate ν, the transformation (73) are
We only deal with transformations with χ = 1. Therefore, I 2 ≡ I 3 .
Note that a restriction of Andoyer variables is |N| ≤ M, which, because of (82), further constrains the values of the new Hamiltonian to be into the positive interval Φ ∈ (
. In addition, one should be aware that the sign of √ Q must be taken in accordance with the sign of N.
Again, the transformation depends on the integration of two quadratures, which closed form solution requires well known changes of variables. Thus, introducing the parameters §
and the functions δ = δ(D, Γ, Υ, U; a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ), m = m(δ), defined by
the quadratures in (84) are solved to give
where F (ψ|m) is the elliptic integral of the first kind of modulus m which amplitude ψ is unambiguously defined through
On the other hand, Π(φ, −f ; m) is the elliptic integral of the third kind of modulus m, characteristic −f , and amplitude φ. Alternatively, one can write
where the new amplitude φ is unambiguously defined through
If we further introduce then, the transformation equations above, (78)-(82), adopt the compact form
where we maintain two expressions for γ to ease comparisons with transformations in the literature. Remark that Φ remains arbitrary. Therefore, (93)- (99) Despite the family of transformations above has been obtained from a specific dynamical system, the rigid-body problem, once it has been derived it may be applied to any problem we wish. However, successful transformations for different problems are closely dependent on the selection of Φ. Thus, for instance, if we are to apply one of the transformations of the family (94)-(99) above to reduce the rigid body dynamics or to study a perturbed rigid body, we should consider specific facts. Because neither Λ nor T are altered by the transformation it seems natural to choose Φ = U + Ψ(D, Γ). Then, u is the time, υ, Υ, U, Γ and D, remain constant, and
Because the super-integrability of the Euler-Poinsot problem the closure of a generic trajectory is a two-torus [3] , Therefore, Ψ should depend both on D and Γ if we want to retain the topology of the problem. Specific selections of Ψ depending only on D -whose appearance is mandatory for equation (94) to be defined-will produce just periodic solutions. Even particular selections Ψ = Ψ(D, Γ) may reduce the solutions to just periodic orbits. For instance, if we impose
i, j, integer, any computed Φ = U + Ψ (i D + j Γ) with arbitrary Ψ will provide only periodic solutions. We discuss here some other possible choices of Φ. Without any application in mind, one criteria might be 'to simplify' the coefficients of the variables in the transformation.
Thus, for instance, σ = D in (93) implies
where Γ has dimensions of momentum and D of inverse of momentum of inertia. This Hamiltonian simplifies the transformation equations, (94)-(99), to
To discuss other simplifications, we find it convenient to introduce
and consider the possible choices of Φ that make s i (i = 1, 2, 3) independent of the momenta.
Case s
Then, from the first of (108) and from (93), we get
and, therefore
We note that the canonical transformations generated by this sub-family never preserve the time scale (98) because the condition Φ U = 1 cannot be accomplished. The trivial choices C ≡ 0, gives
If we further choose s
that is Sadov's [20] reduced Hamiltonian in which κ 2 ≡ f and
If we instead choose (C ≡ 0)
we find Kinoshita's [15] reduced Hamiltonian. Thus, cf. Eq. (10') on p. 433 of [15] ,
that is the equivalent to (111) with s 1,0 given by (114) after scaling the time by a constant:
Alternatively, the scaling may be avoided in our general formulation by choosing a regularizing factor χ = 2a 1 /(a 1 + a 2 ) independent of the variables. Thus, the major objection to Sadov's and Kinoshita's elements of being related to Andoyer canonical variables through implicit transformations is easily circumvented using (93)-(99) above. Both explicit transformations, of course, include new time scales as is evident from (98) where Φ U = 0.
Then, from the second of (108) and from (93), we get 
From the third of (108) and from (93), we get
where Ψ is arbitrary. This sub-family gives a lot of freedom in choosing the reduced Hamiltonian. Particular cases in the literature make s 3,0 = 0. Thus, Deprit and Elipe [8] chooses
while Fukushima [10] opts for 
where Ψ is arbitrary. Besides Φ = 2Γ 2 , other trivial solutions are
the last one almost identical to (119) but now including a time transformation. 
where C is arbitrary. Note that if we choose s 3 = 0, C = −Γ, and
we obtain the Hamiltonian
that is formally equal to the reduced Hamiltonian of the TR-mapping given in Eq, (69). It is quadratic, depends on two momenta -as it should be for the more general case of a super-integrable three degrees of freedom problem with four independent integrals [3]-, and the momenta keep the dimensions of the original problem because the Hamiltonian is multiplied by the inverse of the momentum of inertia a 1 . Then, the reduced system has four elements (υ, D, Γ, Υ) and two variables that evolve linearly with time
the condition Γ/D rational providing the subset of periodic solutions.
Conclusions
A deep insight in the computation of canonical transformations is obtained through a general formulation of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in the extended phase space that, besides, includes a regularizing function. As far as the transformed Hamiltonian may remain formal, one can obtain families of canonical transformations instead of single sets of canonical variables. Then, particular transformations that meet the user's required characteristics are systematically computed from the solution of partial differential equations that may enjoy very simple solutions.
Our formulation shows that different transformations in the literature belong to the same families. Furthermore, it reveals fundamental features of the transformations. Thus, among the worked examples, we identify families having as members known canonical changes of variables that originally were defined through implicit relations. For these cases we provide alternative explicit transformations at the only cost of introducing a different time scale, whose computation is straightforward with the extended phase space formulation.
